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Write a number to match each model.  
Then circle is greater than or is less than.

Show Me! Which number 
is greater, 38 or 26? How 
do you know?

First, compare the tens.Which is greater? 
Compare the numbers.

98 94

Now compare  
these numbers. 

The tens are the same.
So, compare the ones.

 is greater than (>)

98       94.
is less than (<)

is greater than

  32                    35.
is less than

The tens are the same. 
So, compare the ones. 

32 35 32 has fewer ones 
than 35.

1. 

2. 

is greater than

is less than   53  .  78  

is greater than

is less than        .

98 has more 
ones than 94.
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Write a number to match each model.  
Then circle is greater than or is less than.

3. 

6. 

4. 

7. 

5. 

8.  

is greater than

is less than

is greater than

is less than

is greater than

is less than

is greater than

is less than

is greater than

is less than

is greater than

is less than
    

            

            .

    .     .     .

    .     .

9. Number Sense Laura counts 36 stars. Andy counts 7 more stars than Laura.  
Write the number of stars Andy counted. Then complete the sentence.

     stars

     is less than     .
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Solve each problem below.  
Then complete each sentence.

10. Make Sense  Ming sees 28 girls at the 
park. She sees 32 boys at the park.

Does Ming see more girls or  
more boys?

11. Make Sense  Julio counts 81 pennies. 
He counts 76 dimes.

Does Julio count more pennies 
or more dimes?

13.  Assessment Ann has 46 shells. 
Ben has 43 shells.

Which number is greater? Which is 
less? Draw lines to match the jars of 
shells to the right words.

She sees more . He counts more .

     is less than     .      is greater than     .

12. Higher Order Thinking Choose 
2 numbers between 40 and 99. 
Write a sentence that compares 
the numbers.

My numbers are      and     .

I can draw a  
picture to show a number 

as tens and ones.

43

Greater

46

Less
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